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Blue Valley Residents Take the Fight to the Voters 

Representative Albert Cole 

Kansas voters historically elect Republican candidates. This is true for Blue River 

Valley residents as well. From 1945 to 1953 their congressional representative was 

Republican Albert Cole. Throughout most of those years he supported the Blue Valley 

residents in their fight against Tuttle Creek Dam. The flood of 1951, however, caused 

Cole to change his mind. 

The following is an excerpt from a letter he wrote to his constituents explaining his 

change of mind. 

I opposed Tuttle Creek Dam over a long period of years, when I had little support from the Blue Valley, 
and . .. not a single member of Congress supported me. Year after year I was the lone opposition . ... 
I received some praise from the people in the Valley and considerable vituperation from the people who 
were sub;ected to floods. 

On July 13, 1951, the Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations was conducting hearings on the question 
of appropriations for the construction of Tuttle Creek Dam. At that time we were receiving direct reports of 
the terrible destructive flood which was then inundating the farms, the homes, the towns and villages of our 
state. Report after report came in to the Appropriations Committee Room. The terrible news of this great 
disaster hung like a black pall over the people assembled there to make statements both for and against 
Tuttle Creek Dam. As we listened to these reports of the horrible tragedy which was overtaking our friends 
and our people at home, one after the other of those people from the Blue Valley who were representing the 
opposition to Tuttle Creek, came to me and said, "You have fought long and hard against Tuttle Creek Dam. 
WE appreciate the fine work you have done in our behalf. Now, however, we realize that nothing further 
can be done by you, and we release you from any further opposition to Tuttle Creek Dam" . . . 

After nearly eight years of fighting for watershed control as a substitute for, or modification of big dams, 
after making countless appearances and consultations with not only members of Congress, but the various 
departments interested, I found that neither Congress nor the Department of Agriculture, nor the Corps of 
Engineers, would sustain my position that the ;ob could be done through watershed control. Remember, I 
believe that I had no help from anyone in Congress . ... I was alone. 



The time came, then, when I was called upon to either support or oppose Tuttle Creek. When I saw that I 
had no support for the program of watershed control as a means of preventing floods, I realized that it was 
not a question of whether we would have one program or the other, but that it was solely a question of 
whether we would have Tuttle Creek or nothing. Remembering the terrible disaster, and the possibility of the 
loss of lives in the future, as well as property and homes, I could not, in good conscience, refuse to do 
anything to prevent reoccurrences of this tragedy. I had a choice to make. I had to choose between these 
people who would lose their homes through tragic and horrible destruction by flood, or those people who 
would lose their homes through an orderly process and be reimbursed for their losses. It was not, nor is not 
a happy choice. But as a representative of the people, it seemed to me that I had only one choice to make, 
distasteful as it might be. I supported the appropriation for Tuttle Creek Dam. 

Place yourself in my position, consider all of the foregoing circumstances, and seriously ask yourself this 
question: "What would I do?" 

William Avery, who later became a governor of Kansas, recalled the election 

of 1952: 

. . . Albert Cole had been congressman from Northeast Kansas and a very 
popular one . ... But Tuttle Creek came into his defeat. In the Blue Valley ... 
action, he's opposed to Tuttle Creek . . . and that made him pretty solid in this 
area. And then after the 1951 flood that came along, why there was a lot of 
damage downstream, and that revived the downstream support for the reservoirs . 
. . . But he {Cole] didn't get up and oppose it. And that turned on the so-<::alled 
Blue Belles ... They went out and campaigned against Albert in favor of a 
Democrat from Brown County who had never held public office before, William Avery 

except the local school board or city council or something like that. Howard Miller . ... 
You could see that it aroused a lot of publicity for a bunch of women going out and campaigning. In Kansas 
women hadn't been too much involved in campaigning, and the news media all picked it up and reported on all 
the campaign tours these ladies made and quoted this and the other thing. Albert told me, he said publicly, he 
gave the Blue Valley ladies, the Blue Valley Belles they called themselves, the credit for defeating him. 

In the same election that Republican presidential candidate Dwight 

Eisenhower won by a landslide, Albert Cole was defeated by nearly 

5,000 votes. Howard Miller, a Brown County lawyer and farmer, 

was the first Democrat to ever represent this district. The Blue Valley 

residents were elated. They thought the overthrow of Cole would put the 

fear into other Kansas representatives. They also predicted that Tuttle 

Creek Dam wouldn't be built after the citizens had so strongly shown 

their objection to the project. 
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